Wild 4 Art®
Introduction to Oil Painting Supply List
Item

SOFT Brushes
1. #4 (or #5) Filbert, Flat or
Bright
2. #2 Bright or Flat
3. # 2 Round
4. 1/0 AND 2/0 Liner
5. 1 inch SOFT synthetic flat,
bright or filbert

Estimated Supplies MAY BE PURCHASED at the
Cost
class. Notify instructor via email if
Range
you wish to purchase them at the
class please. Cash only purchases.
$6.00
(White
Nylon Set)
to $30.00

Buy the best you can afford. Sable is the
best you can buy (Golden Taklon is a
good brand). Handle length is not
important, but short is usually easier for
beginners. No Bristle brushes – they are
not soft enough for our uses. Winsor
Newton University or Blick Scholastic
are good options.

1 Smooth Surface 9x12 Gessoed
Wood Panel. Flat OR with a cradle
(wood frame on the back) are both
acceptable.

$4.00 to
$8.00

Surface for your painting. Do not buy
canvas, buy a smooth, flat wood panel
that has a label stating it has been
“Gessoed.” Ampersand is a good brand.

Paper Towels, Odorless Thinner,
Disposable Palette, Ruler,
Graphite Paper, Line Drawings,
Blue Painters Tape, Value Scale,
Color Wheel, White Artist Eraser,
Ball Point Pen or Stylus, Palette
Knife, Painting Guides, Paint most
often used on our projects: Ivory
Black (Pbk9), Titanium White
(PW6), Hansa Yellow Light (PY3),
Cadmium Yellow Pale (PY35),
Alizarin Crimson (PR83), Winsor
Red (PR255/PR254), Phthalo Blue
(PB15:2), Ultramarine Blue
(PB29), Cerulean Blue (PB35),
Sap Green (PB15/PY110), Raw
Umber (PBR7), Burnt Umber
(PBr7), Yellow Ochre
(PY33/PY32), Burnt Sienna
(PR101), Raw Sienna
(PY43/PY42)

Included
in
Instructor
Fees

Provided for the Day by Instructor.
Buying/bringing paint is optional.
Enough paint will be provided for your
subject in class. Gamblin or Winsor
Newton artist grade are best. These
tubes mix all the colors you will need for
most paintings. Mixing brands is fine, so
if one brand is not available in a color,
buy a different brand. Look on the back
of the tube for the index number
corresponding to the numbers listed
next to the paint colors on this list. Some
colors have the same number…I explain
why in class!

Palette Knife (OPTIONAL)

$8 - $60
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PURCHASING YOUR OWN PAINTS
ARE OPTIONAL, but needed if you are
going to paint at home between classes.
Wait for sales to purchase them…some
can be expensive but one tube goes a
LONG way!
Straight or bent works but a, narrow
blade is best. (OPTIONAL)
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